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. . . l .id In tV.lllV
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the wont art tnan in tne meuiou horses and to make sketciies
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processes through which the statue
goes,- from the conception o the Idea

in the mind ot the artist to the final

mounting of it upon Its pedestal, are

most interesting.

In theso days there is hardly a city,

town or hamlet that does not desire

a memorial of some sort. In many

cases these memorials take the form

of tablets, but usually the larger

cities prefer statuary, whether it he

to the memory of some Individual or

to something typical of the place.

It is customary for those in charge

ot the erection of memorials to aBk

sculptors ot note to enter a compe-

tition, each to submit either a draw-

ing or model which wilt "'re'prcsent

what he thinks will best typify the

subject In hand. This is the begin-

ning of the artist's labors, for he
must, first of nil, icquiuiii uiiusi-i- i

with the subject. If it bo a person

then everything pertaining to the
must be ascertained, ej

whether the man bo a soldier, mer-

chant, judge or what, for according

would not
soldier
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It

The soldier clad In his
and. if a general, mounted

prancing steed. If the subject be
a judge then the pose should be one

of dignity, a or stand-

ing erect and sturdy.
If. on the other hand, the

person with,
study thought rush-i- n

work,

and plaster of parls he the
fashioning of the statue to the size

It be when completed.
preliminary work, however,

of main problems
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the getting of the model. Sculptors
own but they

follow definite and
all of Is models,

women, children and animals.
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For men. women and children for i"6 plaster casts from work

models painters and sculptors carried leisure,

ever the search, and does not making cast the model

matter walk life the the position desired the work

mndf.1 mav nrnvlded she has begins. For oxample the sculptor
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expedient

the figure that suits the need. Often wishes model the lower put bythe handful until there
artists employ dozen more limb and root. First there tied thlekuessrof inch more,
models for one picture, taking one's around the model's limb, Just above Befoie the plaster hardens the two

another's mouth chin, the knee, string from which two strings are pulled upward, cutting
other's torso, and until the other strings are hung, one front, the plaster just store- -

statue may he composite all. and one The limb then, keeper cuts butter with wire. Then
statue the Whaleman, bathed prevent the the plaster permitted harden,
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embodying something of parls and yellow ochre, to which j though In vice, pores brings on a pro- - plaster the replica sent ijundryman
to be added until the whole When the cast hard the sculptor, fuse perspiration. the modo'B body lett. upon shoulders Tails most

a New England seafaring njnh; consistency cako With a a and Casting face another unpieas- - tho pose with part of tho work, mavng
To make a statue to represent a tho tho strings are the in nit Pieces paper aro examine in detail the moulds. These'caatb

gladiator, however, a made fast thp tho of oi-c-
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